AUTOMATION

Streamlining a business is an effective way to add to the bottom line. SWData™ allows your operators to be in more than
one place at a time. Imagine one operator running multiple plants. When equipped with the optional PLC interface
software module, the SWData™ database will communicate directly with your plant PLC, giving end users the advantage
of being able to start/stop offloads directly from the truck driver terminal. The PLC interface also allows for real time
plant information to be displayed directly in the web browser environment. Real time information such as tank levels, off
load flow, and lane availability provide a convenient interface for your customers during the offload process. We support
both AB CIP and Modbus TCP communications. SWData™ can start/stop the offload pumps based on the correct fluid
type or alarm operators when a filters are clogged. Plant management simplified.

COMPREHENSIVE SUPPORT MEMBERSHIP

All editions of SWData™ include the option of using our Comprehensive Support Membership. The exclusive
membership is essential for those who want to remain on the cutting edge of SWData’s™ latest technology. This
annual subscription provides members with:
- Free updates to the newest software version within their active edition
- Discounted upgrades to full-featured editions
- Automatic daily synchronization of the leased asset lookup data
- Phone support for SWData™ questions

FINDING THE RIGHT FIT FOR YOUR NEEDS

The SWData™ database is available in various editions and levels of functionality. Plant management, from one facility to
many, has never been more simplified. Contact SWData™ today to discuss which options best suits the needs of your SWD.
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ACCESSABILITY

SWData™ software is accessible via an internet
connection from any web browser using any
device, This allows the user limitless capability
from anywhere, at anytime. Real-time control
at your fingertips. Plant management, from one
to many, has never been more simplified.

Customizable Reports
Account Editing
Invoicing Options

SALT WATER DISPOSAL DATABASE

When operating a salt water disposal plant, there is no question that data management and invoicing are critical to a
plants profitability. SWData™ has designed a platform to address all aspects of the SWD operation. Because of its
flexible design, SWData allows the end user to customize fields, data queries, invoices, and reports.

EASY-TO-USE
TOUCHSCREEN
FOR TICKET ENTRY

Ticket entry is a breeze. Information is collected via the
easy-to-use touchscreen. It is critical tocapture the correct
information up front, so SWData™ guides the user through
the fields. SWData™ will even remember the last transactions
to help narrow down the correct information for each user.
The asset is found through the lookup tool.

PROCESS FOR COLLECTING/STORING DATA

By requiring and gathering correct information from the driver ticket, SWData™ assures the most accurate data needed
for invoicing and analysis. The step-by-step ticket entry also includes the State Asset Lookup, which is the most accurate
list of current assets in the State of North Dakota pulled directly from the State’s database. The type of water and
number of barrels are also collected from the ticket.

The information from the
individual servers are
gathered at the HMI for
admin duties

Access to the NDIC
database providing the
most current list of leases
available

IS YOUR DATA BEING
HELD HOSTAGE?

STATE LEASED ASSET LOOKUP

REQUIRED STATE REPORTING

ACCOUNTING

With a Cloud-based strategy, your data is stored on a server which could be located anywhere in the world. Should the
internet connection be lost, the system ceases to operate. Any information being collected during this time must be
entered into the system when the connection is reestablished. With SWData™, the system is NEVER down, as the
information is stored locally on it own server. With a cloud based strategy your data is, in essence, held hostage via
monthly fees with no guarantee that it is backed up.

Accurate and timely reporting to the State is simple with SWData™. Easily generate required forms for oil recovery,
amounts of salt water disposed, and reporting periodic aggregate totals. SWData™ is able to bring together data from
multiple sites for report generation. The advanced editions of the SWData™ database include the Electronic

REPORT SUBMISSION MODULE.

This feature which will send the generated reports to the state electronically with the touch of a button. State reporting
has never been this so easy.

Critical backups are
easily done

Each location has its own
Server and Database

Get the most accurate and up-to-date information for current leased assets. This data is downloaded directly from the
State databases ensuring better accuracy in accounting and invoicing. The information will be more and more critical
in the future, as byproduct disposal sees further regulation and the need for accountability becomes more prevalent. If
the database package is equipped with the our automatic state asset lookup module, your database will automatically
synchronize the state database and update availability on a daily basis. For packages that do not have this feature, the
database is shipped with every asset in the state database as of the ship date.

Administrative duties such as, invoicing, ticket editing, report generation are flexible and customizable. Besides the
required reporting to the State, reports may be necessary for management, accounting, investors, etc. SWData™ allows
administrative staff to produce these reports and create crisp, dynamic communications.

WATER RATE MODULE

Changing water rate pricing can be a hassle. With each change comes the need to manually go into accounts and
painstakingly adjust the amount. With SWData™, there is no need to go into each account and individually change the
pricing. The Water Rate Module was created to make changes in one location. Those changes are then reflected in all of
the locations where the variable is reflected. Save time and money.
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